
※Fine 110D durable

fabric with light weight.

※Fine craftsmanship and

bright color.

※Fade resistant.

※Long-lasting durability.

Wholesale Custom Polyester Flags

Our flag is made of superior durable 110 polyester material with single or double side as

your request. That 3x5ft is the most normal size, and we can custom any pattern and size

according to your detailed need. Two metal grommets exquisite stitching and a quad

stitched flag end. The flag printing are with long lasting color-fast dye. The flags can be

fluttering on the flagpole or hung on the wall according to your need.

Specification



Different material fabric for your choice

110D polyester
Polyester fabric is an old variety that has been
around for a long time, but in recent years, the
textile industry has revised its products. In
addition to using matte silk raw materials and
weaving process innovation, it also extends the
treatment process after dyeing and finishing. Its
density Increased, feel softer and more functional.

110gsm-130gsm knitted polyester
Knitted fabric is knitted or woven by a warp knitted
textile process. With the continuous promotion of
science and technology to the warp knitting
industry, warp knitting products are developing in
the direction of diversification, high-end and
functionality, and the scope of application is also
expanding. non-dissipation, good breathability,
warmth, curling, etc.



Efficient production process

Our Advantages
1.No minimum required

We happily accept orders of all sizes., Whether you’re looking for a single flag or you want to order
thousands, we can complete your order.

2.Durability

Our custom flags are made from tried- and- tested, 100% polyester to ensure maximum durability in
all types of weather conditions.

Short plush
A new type of research and development of knitted
warp knitting velvet fabric short plush, after
in-depth development, the series of products are
super soft velvet, flash super soft, flat silk, flat
velvet, short plush series products, widely used in
clothing, bedding , Shoes and hats and other major
fields. Its fabric composition is 100% polyester fiber
(polyester)



3.Reinforced double stitching

All of our flags are hemmed on every side and feature a reinforced header to ensure they fly
proudly in even the strongest winds.

4.UV-resistant inks and dyes

Our professional, vibrant ink fully saturates the flag material with the help of a dye sublimation
printing process. The result is a flag that features a weather, fade, and abrasion-resistant image.

5.Single sided or double sided flags

Single sided flags are a great budget option, while double sided flags utilize three separate layers
to ensure your image looks the exact same on both sides.

6.Full color printing at no extra cost

Digital printing and dye sublimation utilize cutting edge technology to create sharp, striking results
without any additional costs for multiple colors.



Welcome Your Inquiry!


